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	TitleCourse: Introduction to Economics
	Acronym: 
	Degree: Bachelor
	Studies: Bachelor's Degree in Public Administration and Management; Bachelor's Degree in Social Work; Bachelor's Degree in Tourism
	Course: 1st course
	ECST: 6
	Institutions: University of Oviedo
	WebSite: 
	Duration: 1 semester (13 weeks)
	Name: Levi
	Surname: Pérez
	Department: lperez@uniovi.es
	ID: Coordinator/Lecturer
	AddTeacher: 
	ECSTHours: 
	TargetGroup: Bachelor students from any degree interested in understanding how the economy works, knowing the main economic problems and achieving a better knowledge of the current society.
	Priority: 
	Prerequisites: - A sufficient knowledge of the English language that would allow students to follow English speaking lectures and seminars, debates and practical work is required.- High-school level of mathematics is required (the student should be capable of solving systems of equations, calculating derivatives, and representing and interpreting functions).- Expertise in working in virtual campus environments is recommended.
	CourseGoals: In all cases, the introductory and theoretical contents of this subject try to provide students with the basic knowledge to achieve a double objective:First, to be able to correctly use the basic language of economics, know the most relevant theories and concepts, understand how market economy works, know the main economic problems and achieve a better knowledge of the current society.Second, to acquire skills for economic reasoning and awareness of the potential of economic theory as an irreplaceable tool to make useful decisions in any field related to personal or professional life.
	Competences: The basic objective of the contents and the teaching plan designed by the teaching staff is for the student to acquire the following general and specific competences:- General competences: Values and ethical commitment, motivation and diligence, learning ability, ability to identify and manage information, ability for organization and planning, problem-solving ability, creativity and initiative, decision-making, concern for quality and good work, ability for analysis, synthesis, critical and self-critical reasoning.- Specific competences: Understand the essentials of economics, deal with a specific problem as a research issue and make conclusions.
	Outcornes: Upon completion of the subject, students should be able to:1. Understand the main problem of scarcity and needs and their implications.2. Understand how national economy works, dealing with the analysis of the production of goods and services and the distribution of production and generated wealth.3. Identify and understand the main aggregates used to characterize the situation of an economy and understand the interrelations among different sectors and economic agents.4. Understand how the capitalist system works.5. Understand market and firm behavior.6. Know the different perfect and imperfect market structures, as well as market failures.7. Know the characteristics of factor markets and how they work.8. Understand the financing of economic activity and the role of money and financial institutions.9. Understand the contents of the economic policy and the role of the public sector.10. Discuss and assess the effects of public intervention.11. Understand the principles of international economic relations.12. Debate and participate in problems solving13. Search, collect, handle and draw conclusions from economic information.
	FormsLearning: Distance Learning with synchronous and asynchronous moments.
	Online: English
	Materials: English
	Other: English
	Enrolment: 30th July 2014
	Lecture: December 2014
	Examinators: May 2015
	TeachingLearning: The methodology used in this subject is planned to achieve the proposed learning outcomes. It is based on a combination of lectures, tutorials and practical work.In lectures, the basic material is presented and discussed and students are given guidance about the contents to be explained.In practical work, exercises related to the theoretical contents are solved. In tutorials, complementary issues related to the lectures are raised and some key concepts are discussed. Students’ doubts and questions are also solved.To achieve the proposed learning outcomes the following work plan is suggested to students:1. Before the lectures, students should have read the material related to the contents which will be explained, paying special attention to the basic concepts emphasized.2. After the lectures, students should study in more detail the contents which have been explained, making their own outlines and taking explanatory notes.3. Before the practical work, students should try to apply the knowledge acquired to the proposed practical exercises (multiple-choice questions, numerical problems, debates…). This individual work is essential to achieve an optimal learning outcome.4. Students should participate in practical work discussing answers to practical exercises, raising questions, suggesting topics for debate… 
	Syllabus: FIRST PART: INTRODUCTIONTopic 1. Economics: introduction1.1 Scarcity and choice1.2 Basic economic problems1.3 Production possibility frontierReading material: Krugman, P. Essentials of Economics. Chapters 1 and 2SECOND PART: MICROECONOMICSTopic 2. Demand and supply theory2.1 Determinants of demand2.2 Determinants of supply2.3 Shifts in demand or supply curves2.4 ElasticitiesReading material: Krugman, P. Essentials of Economics. Chapters 3 and 5 Topic 3. The determination of market equilibrium3.1 Market equilibrium3.2 Predictions of price theory3.3 Price controls: maximum price and minimum price3.4 Taxes and subventionsReading material: Krugman, P. Essentials of Economics. Chapters 3 and 4Topic 4. Production and costs4.1 Short run and long run production4.2 Law of diminishing returns4.3 Short run and long run costs of production4.4 Economies of scaleReading material: Krugman, P. Essentials of Economics. Chapter 7Topic 5. Types of market structures5.1 Perfect competition5.2 Monopoly5.3 Monopolistic competition5.4 OligopolyReading material: Krugman, P. Essentials of Economics. Chapters 8, 11 and 12THIRD PART: MACROECONOMICSTopic 6. Measuring aggregate production and income6.1 Basic macroeconomic concepts and macro-magnitudes6.2 Fluctuations and economic cycles6.3 Growth and economic developmentReading material: Krugman, P. Essentials of Economics. Chapters 14 and 15Topic 7. An aggregate supply - aggregate demand model 7.1 Aggregate demand: consumption, investment, public expenditure and net exports7.2 Aggregate supply: determinants7.3 The determination of equilibrium: income and price levelReading material: Krugman, P. Essentials of Economics. Chapter 16Topic 8. Financing the economy8.1 Money: concept, kinds and functions8.2 Financial system8.3 Money creation processReading material: Krugman, P. Essentials of Economics. Chapter 18Topic 9. Economic policy9.1 Demand policies: fiscal policy and monetary policy9.2 Supply policies9.3 Economic policy dilemmasReading material: Krugman, P. Essentials of Economics. Chapters 17 and 18Topic 10. Economic relationships between countries10.1 International trade and the comparative advantage10.2 The balance of payments10.3 Different kinds of exchange ratesReading material: Krugman, P. Essentials of Economics. Chapter 13
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	Total: 0.00
	C1: 1.00
	C2: 
	C3: 8.00
	C4: 1.00
	C5: 1.00
	Subtotal1: 0.00
	C6: 
	C7: 2.00
	C8: 
	Subtotal2: 0.00
	CampoDecimal1: 150.00
	CampoDecimal2: 13.00
	CampoDecimal3: 0.00
	CampoDecimal4: 80.00
	CampoDecimal5: 7.00
	CampoDecimal6: 10.00
	CampoDecimal7: 110.00
	CampoDecimal8: 0.00
	CampoDecimal9: 40.00
	CampoDecimal10: 0.00
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	Assessment: From 0 to 10. The course is passed with a grade point of 5 or higher.
	Assesmentweightings: Learning assessment for students. 1. Theoretical assessment: Several exams in which students will be examined on the contents covered up to the date of the exam (40%)2. Practical assessment: Multiple-choice questions, exercises, specific problems and questions (40%)3. Student participation: Student participation in both lecture and practical sessions and virtual campus forums (20%)Final grade=0.4*Points from theoretical assessment+0.4*Points from practical assessment+0.2*Points from student participation
	References: Basic Bibliography- Krugman, P.; Wells, R.; Olney, M. (2007). Essentials of Economics. Worth Publishers.Complementary Bibliography- Krugman, P., Wells, R. and Graddy, K. (2007). Economics: European Edition. Worth Publishers- Mankiw, N.G. (2009). Essentials of Economics, (5 th ed.). Thomson.- Schiller, B. R. (2009). Essentials of Economics (7th ed.). Boston, US: McGraw‐Hill
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